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MOREL NAMED AS CES INNOVATIONS 2013 DESIGN AND ENGINEERING 

AWARD HONOREE 

 

Ness-Ziona, Israel—November 12, 2011—Morel IL Ltd., a worldwide leader in speaker 

components and systems since 1975, announced today that it has been named an 

International CES Innovations 2013 Design and Engineering Awards Honoree for its 

new Hybrid Integra car audio component system.  

 

Products entered in this prestigious program are 

judged by a preeminent panel of independent 

industrial designers, engineers and members of the 

media to honor outstanding design and 

engineering in cutting edge consumer electronics 

products across 29 product categories.  
 

"It is an honor to be recognized by the CEA as an 

Honoree in the CES Innovations 2013 Design and 

Engineering Awards for our new Hybrid Integra. It 

reinforces our position as a leading high-end car audio manufacturer and the 

product as being a cutting edge product. The Hybrid Integra point- source speaker 

redefines how single source speakers perform and integrate in the car acoustic 

environment. The highlight of the Hybrid Integra is its innovative mechanical structure 

that enabled us to create a single speaker with a near-perfect time-aligned 

tweeter/woofer configuration to reproduce full range frequency band with 

unprecedented power handling, dynamics and natural sound”. Mr. Paz concludes.   

 

“This award signifies the dedication of our R&D team to re-generate what 

has come to be known as one of Morel’s best speaker systems – the 

Hybrid. The new Hybrid Integra was specifically developed and 

engineered to perform exceedingly well in the inherently problematic 

acoustic chamber of a car, and within the off-axis placement that is often 

forced upon the installer. The unique technological combination of large 

voice coils, time aligned tweeter-woofer configuration, advance MXR 

crossover technology, and most importantly, careful optimization of the speaker 

system to the car environment makes the Hybrid Integra one of the finest 

accomplishment to date. Employing technical innovation from Morel’s award 

winning home audio flagship speaker system, the fat lady, enabled the creation of 

this new Hybrid Integra as part of Morel’s new car audio product range,” states Oren 

Mordechai, executive VP and R&D director.  

 

The Morel Hybrid Integra is a tour de force of high-fidelity car audio, promising to be a 

memorable musical experience.  It will be displayed along with Morel’s new car 

audio range at The 2013 International CES, January 8-11, 2013 in Las Vegas, Nevada, 

USA. Venetian Suites 30-210 and 30-212 

 

For more information, visit www.morelhifi.com  or call +972 8 930 1161.  

In the US call Morel America toll-free at 877-morel-11. 
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About Morel 

MOREL manufactures handcrafted, award-winning speakers and audio drivers for the 

mid to high end OEM, home and car audio markets. With over 35 years of 

technological innovation and design excellence, and sold in over 55 countries 

worldwide, Morel audio speakers are the choice of many of the biggest names in the 

music industry.  
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Marketing Communications Manager • shelley@morel.co.il • +972 8 9301161 ext. 103 
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